
Forgive Us Our WHAT? 
Sermon, August 9, 2015 

Texts:  Matthew 6:5-15 (Luke 11:2-4); Ephesians 4:25-5:2 
 

A question I’m asked at least twice a year (if not more often) by someone is why do some use “debts” in the Lord’s 
Prayer, and some use “trespasses?”  There are two Gospel sources for the Lord's Prayer, Matthew 6 and Luke 11.  
Matthew 6:12 is translated in our pew Bibles as "Forgive us our debts, as we have forgiven our debtors" and, in fact, this is 
the translation of the Lord’s Prayer that led many churches to use “debts;” this is the official version we have listed 
in Book One of our denominational Constitution, The Book of Confessions.  Some wags have assumed 
Presbyterians traditionally say “debts” because we money-minded Presbyterians are more concerned about our 
debts than we are about our trespasses.  Other denominational traditions ask forgiveness for their trespasses (as we 
do here, even though we are Presbyterian, mostly due to our community church heritage with various denominational backgrounds among 
our members).  The Roman Catholic church uses “trespasses;” however, if you were to recite the Lord’s Prayer in the 
Latin mass, you would find the word “debts” (debita) used.  According to Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, the 
first definition of “trespass” is “a violation of moral or social ethics; transgression (esp. ‘sin’).  Thus, “trespasses” 
remains true to Matthew’s (and part of Luke’s) word translated “debt” … but I’m getting ahead of myself a bit.  

Translation is often a complicated process, as language is strongly influenced by many factors, including (but 
not limited to) culture, time era, customs, colloquial slang.  Also, grammatical rules are not uniformly applicable across 
the board in every language.  Some of you know that Jesus spoke Aramaic (a somewhat colloquial form of the ancient 
Hebrew), the original New Testament authors wrote in Greek, and we are reading their words translated into English.  
For a classic example of translation difficulty, take the theological concept of “sin.”  The Aramaic Jesus spoke had 
ONE word for this concept (“HO-ba”), whereas the Greek with which the Gospel writers wrote had five, each with a 
different nuance.  As a tenet of faith we do believe the Holy Spirit inspired the Gospel writers, so we approach such 
things understanding the differently nuanced words were chosen for divine, as well as linguistic, reasons.  

(1)  αμαρτια (hamartia) -- The most common word used in the New Testament for sin, 
“hamartia” might be literally translated as “a missing of the target” or “a falling short.”  It 
denotes any action, word or thought that “misses the mark” of God's standards (perhaps 
the most familiar example of this is found in Romans 3:23 -- "All have sinned and fallen short of the 
glory of God").  This word is used in the first half of the Greek text of Luke 11:4 (“Forgive 
us our sins” … hamartias).  The word intimates action which can be volitional/intentional 
OR action that stems from lack of ability.  For example, when he was about four years old, my son had a
toy bow and arrow.  Because he didn't have the ability (or strength) to hit the toy target; he "hamartia-ed," 
missed the target, which was not a cause for moral concern.  However, when he'd aimed the rubber tipped 
arrow at his older sister, he "hamartia-ed" in a volitional sense!  Either way, he failed

 

 to hit the right "target." 

(2) παραβασισ  (parabasis) -- This might be literally translated as “a stepping across,” 
connoting a sense of intentionally deviating and “crossing over” the line between right and 
wrong; a trespass.  Interestingly enough, though, this word is not found anywhere in or 
near the Lord’s Prayer in the original Greek.  More to the point, “parabasis” implies a 
deliberate trespass, a transgression, of one who normally walks the straight and narrow.  
I’m told that in the colloquial, extra-biblical context of the Greek at the time, this word 
might have referred to comparatively “minor” sins, such as petty dishonesty, embellishing the truth (the 
“parabasis” of the fisherman telling you how “big” his catch was), keeping the money when the clerk gives you too 
much change … however, as we talked about July 19, there really ARE no “little” sins!  

(3) παραπτωμα (paraptoma) -- This might be literally translated as “a slipping across.”  
Similar in meaning to parabasis, this word connotes the kind of inadvertent “slip” one 
might have on an icy sidewalk.  Although action is involved, it is not quite as deliberate as 
parabasis; we sort of “slip” into this sin when we are off our guard.  In the colloquial Greek 
of the time, it intimated an inadvertent trespass. This is almost another sermon, but interestingly, this word 
doesn’t appear in the Lord’s prayer itself, but it does appear a few verses later, when Jesus says, “For if you 
forgive men when they sin (paraptoma) against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you.  But if you do not forgive men their 
sins (paraptomas), your Father will not forgive your sins (paraptomas).”  This may be Jesus’ way to exhort us to be 
gracious when people inadvertently slip up and hurt us ... but I’m getting ahead of myself a bit. 

(4) ανομια (anomia) – (Not the stuff you use to clean the kitchen; that’s ammonia.) “Anomia” literally means 
“lawlessness,” and is often translated "iniquity" in the King James Version.  Anomia is the conscious and 
deliberate act of the brazen lawbreaker; this is the volitional, "in your face", I-know-it's-wrong-but-I'll-do-it-



anyway, bold-faced, lawless action, a defiance of the known and recognized law.  Anomia connotes an 
intentional choice to ignore and/or violate the law, the good and the right.   

(5) οφειλημα (opheilema) -- This literally means “a failure to pay that which is due; a debt.”  This can be either passive 
or active in nature, whereas the other four above involve action.  It connotes a failure to (a) fulfill an 
obligation, OR (b) properly carry out a duty.  Each unmet obligation accumulates more “debt” in our 
“account.”  This is the specific Greek word used both times in Matthew 6: 12 and the 2nd half of Luke 4:11. 

For what it’s worth, like Aramaic, the German language has one word for the above concepts.  The German 
translation of Matthew 6:12 is “...vergib uns unsere Schuld.”  Schuld is another difficult word to translate literally, for it 
includes all the following English nuances: Debt, indebtedness, obligation, sin, fault, offense, blame, liability.   

So, now what?  Should we pray, “Forgive us our debts,” or “Forgive us our trespasses?”  

Well, the case is pretty sound for "debts," but it’s not wrong to pray “trespasses.”  In English, a synonym for 
debt is obligation.  Debts are obligations we should have fulfilled that we have not fulfilled; in this sense, sin would 
be the unfulfilled obligations and responsibilities we have toward God and toward our neighbor.  Another synonym 
for debt is "Liability.”  Now, there’s a concept our lawsuit-happy culture can understand!  Liability can involve overt 
action (acts of “commission’), or it can involve simple negligence (non-action, or acts of “omission,” like my tree falling down on my 
neighbors' yard).  People are sued in the courtroom and incur real, financial debt for actions which caused another 
suffering (doing things that should not have been done) or for negligence (for not doing things that should have been done).  Well, 
our sins of commission or omission incur a very real sense of debt and liability; they fail to fulfill our obligations to 
our neighbor and to God.  None of us sin in a vacuum; our sins affect all around us and thereby deprive or rob them 
of certain qualities of life.  When we don’t give God and others what is “due,” either by action or acquiescence, by 
activity or by inactivity, we are liable.  We owe a debt. 

Before you or I can request forgiveness of our debt, however, we must realize and acknowledge that we do 
"owe," that we have sinned.  We tend to excuse our sin to ourselves; often, we don't honestly believe we have 
really done wrong, we often don’t really  believe we have really incurred any divine debt.  The classic non-apology, 
"I'm sorry, but …" is not an apology, any more than "I'm sorry if you were offended."  The Lord does not teach us to pray, 
"Excuse my sin, but I really couldn’t help myself because …that’s just the way I am.”  No, that's a Sorry But.  Asking to be excused 
is not the same thing as asking to be forgiven.  When we make excuses for misbehavior, are we not justifying it?  
Yes, there may be mitigating circumstances, but the bottom line is this:  At root, justifying wrong is calling wrong 
right, it is calling evil good, and if it’s “good,” then there really is no debt, there is no need for forgiveness.  God 
doesn't excuse sin; He does not "overlook" evil.  Divine debts must be paid, and Jesus Christ offers to pay the 
premium of those who genuinely acknowledge their debt.   

The Gospel can be summarized thus: Imagine there is a heavenly Bank of Righteousness, and each of us by 
virtue of our creation has an account … call it a “savings” account if you want.  Each time we sin, we withdraw from 
our account, and we go a bit more into spiritual debt.  Each and every unmet obligation, each and every violation of 
duty, each and every word and/or action that takes from the quality of life of another … all such things put another 
check in the “debit” column of our account in the Bank of Righteousness.  The Bible says all of us … all of us … 
have way overdrawn our accounts.  We’ve made far too many withdrawals and far too few deposits in the Bank of 
Righteousness, and as a result we are spiritually bankrupt.  Jesus Christ, however, has unlimited capital.  He has 
incurred no debt of His own; and He who has no debt has come to pay our debt at great cost to Himself.  When we 
pray, “Forgive us our debts,” God draws on Jesus’ account!   

Just one final thought; I don’t want to leave this without further addressing Jesus’ potentially troubling words in 
verses 14-15.  The Heidelberg Catechism, Q. 126, reads:  What is the fifth petition of the Lord’s Prayer?  A. "And forgive us our 
debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors." That is: be pleased, for the sake of Christ's blood, not to charge to us, miserable sinners, our 
many transgressions, nor the evil which still clings to us.  We also find this witness of thy grace in us, that it is our sincere intention 
heartily to forgive our neighbor.” (emphasis mine) 

In other words, when we genuinely experience forgiveness, we will find we want to be forgiving. In the (very) 
little time remaining, I want to underscore that the Bible does not teach human forgiveness is somehow the basis of 
divine forgiveness; that somehow God’s grace in Jesus Christ is limited by, or conditional upon, our forgiving 
actions (or lack thereof) thus making us the sovereigns instead of God.  No, God's forgiveness is unmerited; it is freely 
given by a gracious God.  I believe Jesus is emphasizing here a different point: Personal graciousness is evidence 
of a life that has genuinely experienced divine grace.  To put it more simply, we aren't forgiven because we forgive 
others; we forgive others because we are forgiven.  

Once we've really grasped our sinfulness, once we've really understood the enormity of our debt to God and 
neighbor, once we've honestly and sincerely prayed "…forgive us our debts (or, trespasses)," then we find it easier 
to understand and forgive others AND we will find it easier to be gracious toward those who have hurt us.   

In short, Jesus intimates, "Have you experienced grace?  Then be gracious.  Have you experienced forgiveness?  Then forgive."   


